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The interface of the program includes three tabs:

 1 File View tab – you should start working with LexDive by loading a plain text file.
You can do this either by choosing “File>Load txt file” in the menu, or pressing the
“Load txt file” as show in the picture below. The text of the file will be displayed in
the  window at  the  bottom. To  use  formats  other  than  “txt”, choose  one  of  the
conversion tools  available on the Internet  or simply copy the text you want  to
process into a text editor and save it as a “txt” file.

 2 Text  Statistics  tab  – the  three  options  available  in  this  tab  allow the  user  to
examine the basic statistics of the text. The "Count tokens" function calculates all
the word tokens in the entire text. The "Count types" option calculates the number
of word types and the results are arranged according to the frequency of each type.
Additionally, the “Count lemmas” function displays the results arranged according to
the frequency of lemmas obtained (see the picture below). 



Choose one of the
functions

 3 Lexical Diversity tab – before the program can calculate lexical diversity, the user
needs to choose a lexical diversity index. If the index is other than MTLD or HDD, a
sampling method can be changed from “whole text” to either “split text” or “equal
text” (for 

 3.1 Lexical Diversity indices – at the current stage of development, the program uses
the following indices:

 3.1.1 MTLD (Measure of Textual Lexical Diversity) – the most reliable index of 
lexical diversity available, highly robust to differences in text length. The 
method may be used only with “Whole text” sampling because it executes its 
own segmentation which is dependent on the lexical diversity of the text itself 



(for details see McCarthy & Jarvis, 2010). 
 3.1.2 MTLD (lemmas) – the version of MTLD in which lemmas are used instead of 

types. It may be more precise in estimating actual lexical diversity than the basic
version of the method.

 3.1.3 HDD (Hypergeometric distribution D) – this lexical diversity index is provided 
in Python “lexical-diversity” package1. According to the author of the library, it is 
“a more straightforward and reliable implementation of vocD (Malvern, Richards,
Chipere, & Durán, 2004) as per McCarthy & Jarvis (2007, 2010)”.

 3.1.4 TTR (Text Token Ratio) - it is the most popular index of lexical diversity. It is
calculated by dividing the number of word types by the number of word tokens.
It is heavily affected by text length differences, so it should not be used with
“Whole text” sampling when comparing texts of different lengths. Instead, “Equal
text” or, preferably, “Split text” should be applied.

 3.1.5 TTR (lemmas) - the version of TTR in which lemmas are used instead of types.
It  may be  more  precise  in  estimating  actual  lexical  diversity than the  basic
version of the method.

 3.1.6 Algebraic transformations of TTR (as reported in Jarvis (2002))

 3.1.6.1 Herdan’s C

 3.1.6.2 Herdan’s C (lemmas)- the version of Herdan’s C in which lemmas are used
instead of types. It may be more precise in estimating actual lexical diversity
than the basic version of the method.

 3.1.6.3 Guiraud’s R

 3.1.6.4 Guiraud’s R (lemmas)- the version of Guiraud’s R in which lemmas are used
instead of types. It may be more precise in estimating actual lexical diversity
than the basic version of the method.

 3.1.6.5 Uber U

1 https://github.com/kristopherkyle/lexical_diversity



 3.1.6.6 Uber U (lemmas) - the version of Uber U in which lemmas are used instead
of types. It may be more precise in estimating actual lexical diversity than the
basic version of the method.

 3.2 Sampling methods
 3.2.1 “Whole text” - the program allows the user to calculate lexical diversity in the 

entire text (this is the only available sampling method for any version of MTLD 
and HDD). When comparing two of more texts of different lengths, some lexical 
diversity indices, such as TTR, should not be used in combination with this 
method, because their values decrease as the size of the text increases, 
regardless of the overall author’s style of writing (cf. Broeder, Extra, & Van Hout, 
1986; Johansson, 1999, 2009). 

 3.2.2 “Split  text” – not available for any version of MTLD and HDD. A sampling
method which makes it possible to compare lexical diversity of different texts
when using indices which are strongly affected by text length (TTR and all its
alternations listed on pages  3-4). It involves taking random samples from the
text. LexDive allows the user to choose both the size of the intended text size
and  also  the  size  of  subsamples. The  program  calculates  the  optimal  gaps
between each subsample according to the equation  (nt–ns)/ss, where  nt = the
number of tokens in the whole text, ns = the intended number of tokens in the
sample, and  ss = the number of sub-samples (which is calculated from  ns/sss,
where ns = the intended number of tokens in the sample, and sss = the intended
size of the sub-samples). When comparing texts of different lengths, the samples
should be of the same length. The size of subsamples, on the other hand, does
not influence the results in a significant way, although it should not be very
small, especially if the difference between the sample size and the whole text
size  is  not  large. For  instance, if  we  want  a  sample  of  30  000  from a  text
containing 40 000 word tokens, we may take sub-samples which contain 15
word tokens each (the optimal gap between the sub-samples will be 5 word
tokens in the original text). However, a sample of 39 000 word tokens taken from
the same text would require much larger sub-samples (the gap between the
sub-samples containing 15 words would be 0, so the last 1000 word tokens in
the original text would not be properly represented in the sample). 

 3.2.3 “Equal  text” - not  available  for  any  version  of  MTLD  and  HDD. Another
sampling  method  which  makes  it  possible  to  compare  lexical  diversity  of
different texts when using indices which are strongly affected by text length
(TTR and  all  its  alternations  listed  on pages  3-4). It  requires  specifying  the
starting point of the sample and the size of the sample.
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 4 Legal matter

LexDive can be used freely for non-profit purposes. For commercial use, contact the
author.
The software comes on an 'as is' basis, and the author will accept no liability for any
damage that may result from using the software.
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